GetSmooth + StaySmooth
Continue taking control of looking great and feeling
great through NuEra‘s unique treatment package
featuring a 2-step maintenance approach:

Step 1. GetSmooth
Jump-start with an initial
course of treatments designed
to meet your goals.

Speak to your physician
and book a treatment
TODAY!

Step 2. StaySmooth
Maintain results easily with a
regular treatment touch-up
program.

Ask your practitioner for further details.
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Every day is a new beginning
and a new future.
Every day is a new opportunity
for you to step forward looking
and feeling your best, from head to toe.
NuEra has the power to redefine you
to be Future Perfect.

Is it right for me?
Lumenis® energy-based treatments are suitable for most people
and it is quite normal to experience some temporary slight swelling
and redness afterwards. There is no downtime and you can resume
normal activities right away.
Treatment is not suitable if you are pregnant, have active infections
or are heat sensitive; any cuts, piercings or tattoos must be avoided
during treatment. Always consult your treatment provider first,
especially if you have a metal implant, such as a pacemaker, or
have recently had injectable fillers.
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Why NuEra?
Smoother skin, head to toe
a non-invasive way to smoothen and uplift your skin, with
natural-looking results
Comfortable and relaxing
a warm, pleasant and soothing sensation
Accurate and safe
APIC technology ensures uniform heat with total safety
across the treatment area
Powerful
250W powerful RF waves emitted at 470kHz for highly
effective treatment
Continued results
book a NuEra treatment package for a smooth and firm
appearance that lasts
Start your journey towards your new era today
Nothing can stop the aging process but there are many solutions
to deal with the effects of time showing. Unlike the invasiveness
of surgery and the harshness of chemicals, NuEra tight harnesses
the power of science for a natural way to uplift your body and for
you to enjoy a new lease of life.

How does it work?

Bra fat

NuEra technology
Problems such as cellulite and loose skin can occur on the
abdomen, flanks, buttocks, inner and outer thighs, upper arms, bra
and back fat, and around the eyes, mouth, cheeks and neck. NuEra
is a non-invasive solution that treats all these areas successfully for
er and smoother-looking skin.
NuEra emits 250W RF (radiofrequency) waves at 470kHz to gently
heat skin so that collagen contracts and new collagen is produced
to temporarily improve the appearance of cellulite and skin laxity.
This powerful frequency is widely used by practitioners and
physiotherapists for medical conditions such as muscle spasms
and poor circulation.
NuEra uses APIC (Automatic Power Impedance Control), next
generation control technology, so that the RF waves can heat the
skin’s surface superficially or reach deeper tissue levels for the most
effective results.
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Treatment is extremely comfortable, safe and quick, with some
patients noticing improvement after just one treatment.
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